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The abundance of helium relative to hydrogen has been measured with the ‘Coronal Helium Abundance Spacelab Experiment” 
(CHASE) from the space shuttle Challenger in 1985. Previous solar measurements have proved difficult due to the 
temperature-sensitivity of the electron excitation rates for the ohserved lines. In this approach scnttered Lyman Alpha (Lya) 
radiation of helium and hydrogen formed in the corona were measured with a grazing-incidence spectrometer and compared 
with the intensity of the illuminating flux from the solar chromosphere. The abundance ratio by number of atoms was found 
to be 0.070 with an uncertainty of 0.011. Scattered light in the telescope is the main source of error. 

IN’IRODUCIION 

The collisional excitation rates in the temperature region of He line formation are unusually sensitive to temperature. This 
leads to significant error in the deduced ahundaaces. Lioes produced hy photon impact excitatou eliminate the temperature 
sensitivity. The effect used was first ohserved during a total solar eclipse where the Lya line was observed as the brightest 

line in neutral hydrogen illumiuated by the very intense chromosphcric Lya radiation (Gabriel 1971). Calculations (Patchett 
et aI 1981) showed that the ouly other liue similarly domioaretl by resonance fluorescence in the inuer corona below 1.3 RO 

is He II Lya at 30.4 nm. Regarding the chromospheric emission of [he two lines as light sources, the coronal emission of 
the lines gives the relative abundance of the scattering species in the corona using just four measurements; disk and ahove- 
limb intensities of 121.6 nm and 30.4 nm. Application of ionization balance theory to the coronal plasma relates the ion 
species observed to the total hydrogen and helium abundances. Many difficult problems cancel out in the analysis. This 
approach was used as the hasis for the CHASE hy groups from RAL and MSSL. The instrument consisted of a grazing- 
incidence grating spectrometer. covering the raugc IS nm to 13.5 nm. illuminated hy a grazing-incidence telescope. Nine 
spectraI lines between 28 nm and I35 nm. together with the I-l I Lya (121.6 urn) and He II Lya (30.4 urn) lines, were selected 
by fixed exit slits on tbe Roland circle each with a channel electron multiplier detector. The CHASE instrument was flown on 
the Space Shuttle Challenger as part of the Spacelah 2 payload from 29 July to 6 August 1985. A technical problem during 
ascent caused the orbiter to go into a lower orbit (315 km) than that originally intended (3X0 km) and considerable 
replanning of the ohservations was necessary to recover from this situation. The lower orhit posed the danger of significant 
atmospheric absorption for the helium line in particular. llence the CHASE instrument executed many short observations per 
daylight pass so that the dnta were ohtaincd as ;I functiou uf sunkcuith angle uncl could he corrected if necessary. 

The volume emission of H LYU from the corona hy wsonnnce scatter is given by $i = Ni Ui Fi 0 where: Ni is the density of 

scattering atoms, Fi is the mean disk brightness in the integrated line profile and G describes the geometry of the 

photoexcitation and the re-emission (Gabriel. 1971). The factor ULi includes the atomic and spectroscopic properties of line 

i, representing either He II or H Lya, and depends on Xi the excilation energy, fi the oscillator strength and L< and Li (T) are 

the chromospheric emission line and the coronal ahsorption line shapes, normalized so that their respective integrals over 
wavelength are unity. The signal (count rate) S,+i recordctl by the instrument when viewing PIOII~ a line of sight in the 

corona above the limb is then giveu hy 
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where Ci is the sensitivity of the instrumentation at the wavelength of the line i and N, is the local electron density. Since Fi 

is related to the signal sd,i (the signal ohserved whcu the instrumenl is pointed at the solar disk) hy the expression Sd,i = Fi 

(7)a3 
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Ci, we cw see that for the NO of these two signals. S, i I Sd i . . the instrument cslihration cancels. Taking the ratio of this 

signal rntio for the two lines observed gives for the four-fold mcusured intensity ratio 

‘c,He ‘sd,Hr NI bI1 “He 
=-- 

S&H ‘Sd.1, 
Y.11 “14 

(2) 

where the terms involving the geometry faclors cancel on the assumption that such factors are identical for the two lines. 
Allowing for the ionization hulanc of each cleme tt Nl/Nzi, the helium/hydropn abundance ratio is given by 
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Lang et al. (1990) analysed a range of line intensities observed by CHASE and found the quiet (non-hole) coronal temperature 

as 1.6 f 0.1 lo6 K. We adopt this vnlue in the later analysis to give the value of NtlI/NH / N~lelI/NI~e = 1.062 10m2 

It is necessary to consider two sources of error. The atomic physics used for the ionization balance (Younger. I98 I; Seaton, 
1959, see figure 1) can be expected to introduce errors of - 10% for sitnple one-electron ions. Such Birors will cancel in the 

ratio of hydrogen to helium leaving a residual error of - 3% in the above figure. The error of 0.1 IO6 K in the coronal 
temperature will lead to a fuurther uncertainty of 2.58 in this value. We must also consider the line shapes LT and Li (T). pi 

includes the ‘Profile Factor’ Pi (T) = uo ) L{ Li (?‘I db which is evaluated taking account of the coronal temperature. For the 

disk light source profiles we rely on the observed drt;l referenced in the literature. However for the coronal absorption 
profiles we assume a gaussian form based on the coronal ion temperature being equal to the electron temperature. Figure 2 
shows that while individual profile factors nre slow functions of coronal temperature, their ratio, R 

P 
(T). is almost 

independent of Te. Changes in the shape of the central reversal in the 1-I I disc profile have little effect and can be neglected 

(Breeveld 1988). The profile factors at n comnnl tcmperatur~ of 1.6 1 O6K lead to Rp = 0.124 with an error of 3%. 
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Figure 2 

A small correction is necessary to the ohservcd tluxcs because the two coronal lines observed can also he excited hy direct 
electron impact. From (1). the volume emission due to rcsonanco scattering is given by pi. The emission by electron impact 

excitation is @:= Ni Ne Cl.,, where Cl, is the electron excitation rate to the 211 ‘I’ level. The ratio ~~/~i = N, CD/Qi is thus 

independent of the abundance of the ion but does depend on the clcctron density. To evaluate Cp, we use the method of Dubru 

and Volont6 (1980) based on the Coulomb-Born approximation with the exchange colculalion of Vainstein (1975). For the 

temperature of 1.6 106K, we obtain for the ratio of excitulion to resonance scattering 0.002 for hydrogen and 0.052 for 
helium. To correct the observed coronal intensities in order to obtain the resommce ccxnpnent only, it is thus necessary to 

multiply by the factor fi = @ ! (@ + rby. Th e value of p is thus 0.998 for hydrogeu and 0.9Sl for helium while the 30% 

uncertainty in the assumed electron density translates to an error of I .6% in the derived resonance flux for helium. 

CHASE consists of a grazing incidence telescope focussing an image of the solar disk onto the entrance slit of a grazing- 

incidence spectmmeter. The telescope had a 100 mm2 projected entrance aperture Walter type I minor sector used nt grazing 
incidence with an effective focal length of 280 mm and a resolution of 15 arc seconds (FWHM). The solar image was focussed 
onto a slit plate which acted as the entrance aperture 10 the spctromeler. The telescope was mounted on n transverse linear 

scanning platform enabling the solar image to he moved across the slit plate. Five slit geometries were available ranging 
from 15 x 15 to 180 x 60 arc seconds. The slit plate was mounted on a scanning platform which could be displaced in the 
direction of the slit length. This performed the duul function of changing belwcen spctrometcr entrance slits and offsetting 
the position of a slit on the solar image. The slit and minur scan motions were orthogonal. making it possible to build up 
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two-dimensional images of regions of the Sun. The spectrometer utilirzd a cnncave grating with a grazing angle of 4 degrees 
ruled at 1200 lines/mm with exit slits and dctecton placed around the priphery of Ihe I metre diameter Rowland circle. 

Extremes of the spectrul coverage were represented by the 0 VI line at 15.0 ntn and the Cl1 line at 133.5 nm. Eleven lines 
were monitored simultaneously by individual Channel Electmn Multipliers (CBMs) while the range I5 - 22 nm was covered 
by a Channel Multiplier Array plate and position encoding electronics (CMA). The slits were aligned so that for a particular 
grating position, know as the ‘home positiou’. the peaks of all the selected lines were observed simultaneously. By rocking 
the grating nbout an axis perpendicular to the plnne of the Rowhd circle. each spectral line wtts then scanned across its exit 
slit allowing the background to be measured either side of the line and possible line blends resolved. The amplitude of this 
scan was sufficient to give a raugc of +/- 2 nm at H 1 121.6 111n. and crusd no effective loss of spectrnl resolution which was 
approximately 25 pm. This resolution reyuircment was designed to ensure an adequate second order separation between the He 
II 30.3gnm line and the Si XI 30.33nm coronal line. A LiF filter was placed over the II I exit slit to eliminate contamination 
of the signal by the fourth-order Hc II line. The inrtrumcnt also included a Sun sensor to provide an independent verification 
of experiment pointing. In a brick-up mode it could also be used to control the Spacelub Instrument Pointing System (IPS). 

One of the spectral channels. detector 15, was selected as a monitor for stray light scattered from the telescope mirror. The C 
II 133.6nm doublet line was chosen as it is not expected to be formed in the hot corona (Lites et al 1978). As this is close in 
wavelength it would give a good indication of the amount of scattered light contributing to the H I 121.6nm line. 

For the operating sequences planned for helium abundance measurement, CHASE used the rectangular I x 3 arc min slit 
stepped in a radial direction from a point midway between the centre of the solar disc aud the limb and outwards into the 
corona. The slit was oriented such that the longer axis was tangential as it crossed the limb and the incremental steps were I 
arc min. This sequence (number 127) stepped quickly to the limb of the sun from half a solar radius inside the solar disc and 
continued, at a fifty times slower rate, into the corona. This nllowed progressively larger integration times to compensate 

for the lower flux. The coronal H I emission just above the limh is approximately IO-3 of the disc flux in the same line. For 

the He II line this ratio is about 10W2. Ench spatial scan was planned to take most of a daylight pass (30 - 40 minutes). 

The Space Shuttle ‘Challenger’ was launched from Kennedy Space Centre on 29 July 1985. A technicnl problem developed in 
the main engines during the ascent phase. This resulted in the shuttle being put into a lower orbit of altitude 315 km instead 
of the planned 380 km. It was feared that the lower orbit might introduce selective atmospheric attenuation. However a 
careful examination of the data showed the attenuation to be negligible and permitted the summing of scans taken in each 
daylight pass. A variety of positions around the solar disc were chosen for the radial scans, including those near the equator 
in coronal closed-field regions and those near the poles in coronal holes. At each position, care was taken to ensure that a 
single type of feature filled the slit and avoiding coronal hole boundaries. limb prominences and active regions. Because of 
the IPS operational difficulties referred to earlier, this was not always achieved. 

At each mirror position of sequence 127. the grating was rocked to scan the home position spectral lines across their CEM 
detectors. Figure 3 shows He II detector data as the instrument Pointed at the disc and then further into the corona. At each 
position mirror and slit were held stationary. while the grating stunned a small distlcncc to cover the lines and a portion of 
the continuum or background. Figure 3 shows the Si X1 line at 0.04 run shorter wavelength than the He line. The Si line 
becomes stronger as the slit crosses the limh. Double gaussian profiles were fitted in order to separate the two line 
intensities. Sequence 127 failed to provide data from the C II chanuel for mcasurcment of the instrument stray light levels. 
The background flux in the instrument was too high to detect reliably the CII photons from the solar disc being scattered into 
the spectrometer while Pointed above the limb Most of the uttcmpts to measure the CII scattering failed to execute correctly 
during the mission due in part to limited ohscrving tbnc so results of good statstistical quality could not he obtainccl 

All of the He-abundance scans were carefully insPected to detcrmitte how tnuny are usable. Scans were rejected if the IPS 
moved or drifted by 1 slit width (1 arc min) or more during a scan. A high particle hackground or the occurt~ce of sunset 
during an observation also led lo rejection. Scnos that crossed tut active region within 3 arc min of the limb were also 
rejected as the corona would he perturbed along with scans that ohservcd a mixture of coronal features. The remaining 12 
scans had a variety of exposure factors equivalent to 20 scans with un exposure factor of unity. Study of these showed the 
signal from the polar coronal holes to he 30% less than fmm the other coronal regions. The coronal hole dat;l were analysed 
separately from the rest but. because of the lower couut rates. the statistical CITWS arc correspondingly larger. 

Figure 3 Figure 4 
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Anolysing 011 the volid non-hole solar disc data from H 1 121.6 nm ond He I1 30.4 nm gives the weroge wunt rules observed 

by the CHASE as Sd,H = 75.760 ~750 counts s-’ and Sd.He = l(hi.600 ~700 COUtItS S-l. The errors are the stondard error on 

the mean. ‘Dte standard deviation of 5% in Ii 1 ond 4% in He II is dominated by the solar voriobility rather than fitting errors. 
which are estimated at 2 - 3%. The ratio of the cmtll rOh?S is thus Sd.J&& = 0.7 IO f 0.007 

For the corona1 data we con write the nal count rate rotio for coronal emission as 

I 
si_ ’ - ‘ci“l Nc Fi (Tc) 1 

B-e, 
I (4) 
hi 

Chbi - si Nb Fi (Tb) 4 

where C is the observed count rate. of which S is due to stray scattered light from the disc. the suftixes c and h opply to the 
normal corona and the hole corona respectively and i represent either the He II or the H I spectral line. F(T) gives the ion 

population dependence on temperatum as shown in Figure 1. p is the factor ollowing for electron impact excitation and N is 
the coronal electron density. The relations indicated in (I I) are used in conjunction with the observed count-rates to derive 
the dependence of the true coronal count-rate ratio. I, IIe &II, as a function of the coronal hole temperature ond the hole to 

non-hole density ratio (Figure 4). If we assume hole temperutum to be 0.9 - 1.0. IO’) K (Gabriel 1976) and the hole to non - 
hole density rotio OS I17 to 1115 (Koutchmy 1975). then the count rule rotio I, He/I, H is 5.54 f 0.13. Allowing for 9 , 
collisional excitation, we obtain for the resonance-excited count rate ratio Sc He/Sc H = 5.26 + 0.12. This analysis implies . * 
that the fraction of the observed signol due to stray light is 0.53 (H) and 0.50 (He) for the non-hole corona and 0.85 (II) and 
0.83 (He) for the coronal hole regions. These values arc couristent with the preflight measurements of mirror scattering. We 
now substitute for all terms in (3) to obtain the abundance ratio in the quiet corona of 0.079 &U.OII - an overoll RMS error 
of 14%. The Helium fraction by mass is Y = 0.23 f 0.03. In spite of the unexpected operational problems of the CHASE 
investigation, this is the most precise solor measurement of Helium abundance avoilable at the present time. 

Normal solar models predict a helium abundance in the outer layers not influenced hy production in the core and thus a 
measure for the region from which the solar system forme-d. However the presence of heovy elements in the sun shows that 
this material has already been processed through nuclear synthesis. Measurements of H II regions of primordial abundance 
(Page1 and Kaxlauskas 1992), give values of Y=O.228 f 0.005. Current models of the solar interior (Bahcall and Ulrich. 
1988. TurckChi&e et al 1988) require values of Y=O.28. Meyer (1989) has shown from surveys of different objects that on 
increase in helium abundance over primordial correlates with an increase by nuclear synthesis of the heovier elements. The 
observed rotio of oxygen to hydrogen by number of atoms is o useful index of heovy element abundance. A comparison of 
helium abundance with the O/H ratio (Meyer 1989) shows that the solar model values for He/H are already below the values . _ 
expected from this correlation. The CHASE value would be still lower and so not far from the primordial value. However the 
correlation with O/H ratios is not rigorous. This may be due to the different nature of the astronomical events assumed 
responsible for the two processes; nuclear synthesis in star cores for the helium and supernovae exptosions in outer layers 
for the oxygen. Recent meosurement of global solar p-modes give additional constraints on solar modelhog. Inversion of 
these measured frequencies indicates a helium abundance of Y=O.23 f 0.006 (Kosovicherv et al 1992). These data are 
consistent with the CHASE values and close to the assumed primordial concentration. 
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